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modules over the second Weyl algebra

Abstract
We give examples
of irreducible
modules
over the second complex
Weyl algebra
dual is CiK-critical
but not irreducible.
These modules are then used in the construction
modules
of length 2 over A?. @ 1998 Elsevier Science
R.V. All rights reserved.
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Throughout the paper .1 will stand for the second complex Weyl algebra. This is
the ring of differential operators of two-dimensional
afine space. It is gcncrated over
C by the coordinate functions .Y~..\-zand by their partial differential operators. denoted
by i,,iz.
Let M be a finitely generated left .-l-module. Suppose that Exti(M.A) = 0 whenever
,j # k, then
Ext’(Ext’(M,A))“M.
This suggests that the dual of M should be Ext”(J1l.A). But this is a right A-module.
Since it is more convenient
to work always with left A-modules, we will use an
anti-automorphism
to turn the right action of .4 into a left action. The stmdd
trumposition,
denoted by 5, is the anti-automorphism
defined in multi-index
notation by
$yX?/j) = (~ 1)l/~l,?i~.yr,where ~,/i E IV’. If N is a right module, its transposed is the
left module N’ where uu = 1/7(o),
for (I E .1 and II c /LI. For more details see [5, Section
2, Ch. 161. Thus, if Extl(:M..3)=0
for,j#k.
the r///r// of M is M* =Ext/‘(M,A)‘.
Two special cases are well known. If k = 0 the condition on Ext is equivalent to
saying that A4 is projective. In this case. the dual defined above is the usual one, with
the action transposed to the left. On the other hand, it follows by Bernstein’s inequality
[5, Section 4, Ch. 91 that a tinitely generated A-module cannot have Gelfand&Kirillov
dimension less than 2. Since A satisfies the Auslander condition [3, Section 2, Ch. V],
the largest value of k for which the condition on Ext makes sense is 2. Indeed
dimension 2. The
Ext’(M,A)=O
for ,j#2
if, and only if. /zll has (ielfand-Kirillov
modules that satisfy these equivalent conditions arc called holorror~rir.
Since WC are interested in non-hotonomic
modules, we must see what happens when
k = I. Let N be a non-zero element of .4 and set A4 = A,‘An. Since A4 has a free
resolution of length I, it follows that Extl(M,il) = 0 if ,j # I. Moreover, a simple
calculation shows that hl has dual M’ -.4:;1Ir(u).
The main result of this section is
that there exist irreducible modules or the form .1’.4(/ whose dual is not irreducible.
Let p E C’ and let d be a derivation of C[.Y ,sz]. Denote by m the maximal ideal of
C[xl,.x~] corresponding
to II under the Nullstellensatz.
If /I is a singularity of u’ then
m is invariant under (1. The I-jt,r of d at p is the linear operator of rn,~‘& induced
by ri. Let d = ~~lc’I + <jlziJ. Denote by 4, the transpose of the Jacobian matrix of the
map of C’ to itself with coordinate functions (ul. (12). If !I = (x,, xl) then the images
of xl ~ rl and _Y?~ x2 form a basis of In;d. The matrix of the l-jet of d at p in this
basis is equal to &(l,).

Suppose

that the l-jet

of d at p has eigenvalues

Y(p) the lattice Zi.l + Zj.2. The positizv
hiz: U./I are positive integers}.

co/~ Yt(

i_, and ;1?. We will denote

by

p) of this lattice is the set {nil +

Proof. Let i,l and J2 be the eigenvalues of J,(p). By translating p, we can assume
that it is the origin. Moreover, since i., f 3.2, it follows that the matrix J,!(p) is diagonalizable. Thus. a linear change of variables allows us to write d in the form

where I/I and 92 have degree 2 2. Both the translation and the linear change of variables
induce automorphisms
in A which preserve C[xl,x?]; see [5, Section 3, Ch. I]. Note
that hypotheses (1) to (4) are not affected by these automorphisms.
Thus, without loss
of generality, we can assume that p is the origin and that d has the form above.
Since A/J is irreducible and supported at the origin, it follows from Kushi~vua’s
that AI’J is isomorphic to C[?1,?2]. the vector space generated by the
monomials on (71 and (72 with the natural actions. For details see [5, Section 3, Ch. 181.
Let H(nz) be the vector subspace of C[ (?I, &] generated by the monomials of degree
5 m. A calculation shows that if r + s = m, then

ryuiwhce

d(?;‘?i)=

~ [il(r + I) +22(s + I)]?;‘$

(modH(m

- I)).

In particular, d .H(m) C H(m). Let u be the image of I + J in C[?l,&]
under the
above isomorphism,
and assume that zl has degree 111.Since (d + ,f‘)( I + J) = 0 we
conclude that
du E ~ ,f’(O)u

(mod H(m ~ I)).

But u has degree m as a polynomial
u=~

c
r,y?;‘(‘;
I- \ = ,,I

(2.2)
in (71 and 22, thus

(mod H(m ~ 1)).

Hence,
du = -

1
~,.,[;,(r + 1) + iz(s + I)]?;?;
I 1\ ,I,

(modH(m

~ I)).

The set {CL?;: I’ + s=m}
is a basis of H(m)/H(m
~ 1). Thus from (2.2), .f’(O)=
(1. + 1)il + (s + I )P_l whenever J,.~ is non-zero. Since t’.s are non-negative
integers,
f’(0) E Y+(o).
0

This will be used to prove the following

theorem, which is a slightly modified version

of [ 1, Section 4, Proposition 61. We assume that A is endowed with its ,filtrmtion hi.
ordw. Thus, the characteristic
variety of an it-module refers to the variety calculated
using this filtration.

(5)

For more details see [5, Chs. 7-l I] or [3, Ch. V].

f(pj)$-Y’+(p,).fiw

2 <i

5 /7.

Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of [I, Section 4, Proposition 61. It is
not necessary to repeat it in detail, but we will sketch it in order to point out where
it must be modified, because the hypotheses on ,f’ above are weaker than the ones in
[ 1, Section 4, Proposition 61. The proof can bc divided into three parts:
(1 ) It is shown that a proper homomorphic image H of M must be holonomic, no
matter which ,f’ is chosen. This is where condition (3) is used. We conclude from this
part that if H is irreducible then its characteristic variety is either the zero section of
the cotangent bundle T*C’ or a fibrc of this bundle.
(2) In this part we must show that If cannot have the zero section as its characteristic
variety. This is where condition (4) is used. Note that for the proof of [ 1, Section 4,
Proposition 61 to work it is enough to assume that this condition holds for only one
singular point of d.
(3) We are left with only one possibility for the characteristic variety of H, namely,
a fibre of T*C2 over a point q of C’. We must check that this cannot happen, since
condition (5) is weaker than the hypothesis of [I, Section 4, Proposition 61. Note
that q must be stable under d; so it has to be a singular point of d. Hence, H is
supported at one of the points pI, . , p,,. But by Lemma 2. I this is possible only if
j’(~{) E _Y+(p,), which is excluded by (4) and (5).
Thus, A4 has no non-trivial quotients, from which we deduce that it is irreducible.
We still have to consider what happens to the dual of M, under the assumption
that 0 $ Yi/+(pr) and ,f’(r~,-) =O Ihr some Y2 2. As we saw above, the dual of A4
is M’ %A/A(d’ + _f’). Write m,. for the maximal ideal that corresponds to p,.. If
d = .L/I(:~
+ .~/2(:2then we have that
d’+f=

-(c7,.~fl

+i7~.<q~)t~,f’~Arn,

because f(p,.)=O.
Thus M* has A/Am,. as a homomorphic
has a holonomic quotient module. On the other hand,
d’+J’=

-(d+(tr(&-_f’)),

image.
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where tr(J,) is the trace of the matrix 4,. Now applying the first part of the proof to
M*, we conclude that its proper quotients must have Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension 2.
Since M* itself has Gelfand-Kirillov

dimension

3 we have proved that it is GK-critical.
I7

Let us now consider

what happens

to the dual of A4 if we assume that ,f satisfies
61. We shall retain the notation

the stronger hypothesis of [I, Section 4, Proposition
of Theorem 2.3 for the rest of this section.
Scholium 2.5. If’ ,f’( p, ) $ Y’( p, ) jbr

1 < i 5 M then M* is irreducible.

Proof. From (2.4)
M* g A/A(d + tr(J,,) - ,f‘).
Since trJ,/(i>,) E Y’(p;) but ,f’(~,)@ W(p,),
Thus, we can apply Theorem 2.3 to M* and
must assume that ,f’( p;) does not belong to
positive cone, because we go from ,f‘ to -,f’

it follows that (trJ,/ - J’)(p;)@ Y(m).
deduce that it is irreducible. Note that we
the whole lattice Y(p;),
and not just the
when we pass from M to its dual. 0

Up till now, we have given no examples of derivations satisfying all these conditions. Let us now consider this question. The examples of [I, Section 41 are generic
derivations; we will turn instead to singular foliations of projective space as a source
of examples.
Let -_~),zI,zz be homogeneous coordinates in the complex projective space P'.Identify the affine open set ~0 # 0 with C2 and put X, =Z,/ZO for i = I, 2. A derivation
.(/I(?I + y2?2 of C[xl,x~] can be associated to a l-form qzdx, ~ gldx2 in a canonical way. We will assume that the polynomials
~1 and IJ~ are co-prime and that
/i =max{deg</r,degg2}.
The pull back of this form to C3\{O} can be written in the
form (rj = Ci Ai dz,, where the A; are homogeneous polynomials of degree k + 1 and
xiz,A;
= 0. Such a I-form determines a singular foliation of P'.
Suppose that p E C’ is a singular point of tc). Hence, p is a singular point of rl.
If the ratio of the eigenvalues of the l-jet of d at p is not a positive real number then
p is a singularity
of Poitmtr6 type of w. A Poimurt: ,fitliutiott is one all of whose
singular points are of Poincare type. If tr) is Poincare then its degree is li.
Let V, be the set formed by triples (Al, Az,Aj) of homogeneous
polynomials
of
degree k + 1 such that c,‘z;A,
is identically zero. Two such triples which differ by
multiplication
by a non-zero scalar define the same foliation in P*.This suggests that
we look at the projective space P(Vk). Let k > 2 be a positive integer. It can be
proved that the set J/X of Poincare foliations of degree k in P2 that do not leave any
algebraic curve invariant is an open and dense subset of P(V,) in the analytic topology.
See [S, Theorem B; 4, Section 41 for details.
Thus, if a derivation d of C[xt,x2] gives rise to a Poincare foliation, it has no
invariant algebraic curves. Two other conditions of Theorem 2.3 are automatically
satisfied in this case. First, the eigenvalues of the l-jet of d at any singular point must

be non-zero

and distinct.

which

follows

from the definition

of a Poincark

foliation.

Moreover, if a foliation is PoincarP then it must have exactly k* + k + 1 singularities
by [S, Section 3, Lemma 41. Some of these can be at the line at infinity. But by
Bkzout’s theorem, the number of points of intersection of the line at infinity with the
curve A0 = 0 cannot exceed k + I. Thus, c/ has at least k’ singular points in C2. Since
k > 2, it follows that d has at least 4 singular

points.

An example of a foliation that satisfies all these requirements was given by Jouanolou
in [7, p. 1571. This foliation is defined on the afine open set z()# 0 by the derivation
A=(1

G,X”)?,
?

+(r”’ I -XL+-’
’
1 )(.?.

(2.6)

An easy calculation shows that A has k’ + k + I singular points in C2 and that the
ratio of the eigenvalues of the I-jets of d at each of these points is not a real number.
For more details about this example, and for a proof that its foliation belongs to .p/k,
see [S, Section 3.2; 4, Section 4; 7, p. 1.57tt‘].
Note also that it is easy to construct a polynomial .f’ that satisfies hypotheses (4)
and (5) of Theorem 2.3. For 2 ‘: i 5 n. let (I,, denote a linear polynomial
such that
clJ,(pi) = 0 but 41,,(p,) # 0. Let J be a complex number linearly independent over Q
with the eigenvalues of the 1--jet of cl at pl Then
.f=

242

. . hr

(2.7)

d~2(PI)...MPI)

satisfies ,f (~1) = r and ,f‘( p,) = 0. for i > 2. Using the Jouanolou
polynomial, we can give a more concrete version of Theorem 2.3.

example

and this

Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 2.3, and the properties of A and ,f described
above. Note that 0 @W7 ( I,;), for I 5 i 5 II, since the ratio of the eigenvalues of the
[?
l-jet of d at each singular point is wt a real number.

3. Critical modules
We will now apply Theorem 2.3 to show that there exist critical modules
2 over A. First we need a lemma.

of length

Proof. We will use the following
such that Ext,‘( U. A ) = 0, whenever
Ext’-‘(l;.

I~)“Tor,(Ext’(L’,.~),

result: suppose
s # j, then

that U and 1,’ are left A-modules

1’)

(3.2)

for all 0 ( t 5 j. This is proved in [2. Ch. 2, Proposition

4.121. Since A’ is holonomic.

it follows from (3.2) that
Ext’(N,M)‘.Tor,(Ext’(V,A).M).
But

Since M satisfies Ext ‘(M, A ) = 0 for j f I and M’Z
obtained from another application of (3.2).
1

Ext’(M*.A),

the desired result is

WC can now state the main result of this paper. As in Section 2 we will denvte the
maximal ideal of C[sr ..Y?] that corrcsponds to the point /I, of C’ by 111,.

Proof. Note that in (2) we now require

the eigenvalues

to be linearly

independent

over Q. This guarantees that 0 e Y’ (p,.). Together with (S), this allows us to conclude
from Theorem 2.3 that .4/.4m,. is a quotient of M*. Note that the dual of .4;,4m,. is
irreducible and supported at p,. Thus, A/Am,. is isomorphic to its dual. The result now
follows by Lemma 3.1. 17
The Jouanolou example d of Section 2 satisfies all the hypothesis above. Actually
the hypothesis (2) holds generically in the space of foliations P( bi ). Since the Poincare
foliations that have no invariant curve form an open and dense subset of this space, we
are assured of an abundance of derivations satisfying all the hypothesis of Theorem 3.3.
Moreover. as we have also seen in Section 2. it is easy to construct a polynomial ,f’
that satisfies hypotheses (4) and (5). Thus critical A-modules of length 2 do exist,
Building on this approach we cm actually construct an explicit example.

Proof.

Write H =M*/N.

Since iLl* is GK-critical,

H is holonomic

and the sequence

O+N+M*+H-0

(3.5 1

is non-split exact. Moreover, N must be GK-critical of dimension 3. From the explicit
characterization of M* obtained in Section 2, we conclude that Ext’(M’,A) = 0 ifj # I.
Since H is holonomic, it satisfies Ext ‘(H, A) = 0 whenever ,j # 2. Using these two facts
and the long exact sequence of Ext groups, we obtain the following exact sequence of
right A-modules
O+Ext’(M*,A)+Ext’(N.A)

-$Ext’(W,.4)-0,

and also the fact that Ext I( N,il) = 0 for ,j # I.
From the explicit description of iz/I it is easy to see that (M*)* EM.
transposing the actions, one obtains an exact sequence of left A-modules
0+kf~N*+H*-0,

Thus,

by

(3.6)

where H* denotes the dual in the holonomic category. Since H is irreducible, so is FI*.
But A4 is irreducible, hence N* has length 2.
If ,j# 1 then Ext’(N,A)=O,
and so Ext’(,N’ ,.4)x0.
This implies that (3.6) does
not split. Indeed, from N* 2 H* .ji M it follows that
O= Ext2(N*,A)=fII,
which is a contradiction. Thus (3.6) is non-split. But this implies that if S is a non-zero
submodule of N* then S n A4 # 0. Since A4 is irreducible we have A4 C S. In particular,
N* is a critical module. as required.
0
Note that if the singular
N=

point I),. of Theorem

3.3 has coordinates

(x1,x2),

then

A(x, - XI ) + A(x, ~ ‘X7)
A(d + trJ,/ - j’)

This gives a fairly explicit description of the critical module of length 2.
Finally, note that it is not clear whether these results can be extended to the nth
Weyl algebra A,,, when II > 3. The fact that WC are working over the second Weyl
algebra is used several times in the paper; especially in Lemma 3.1 and the first part
of the proof of Theorem 2.3. It is not clear how to get around these difficulties.
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